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Obesity is a complex disease influenced by many neurohormonal pathways which

regulate body weight toward homeostasis. Presently, the disease of obesity effects over a

billion individuals worldwide with scalable treatment options in dire need. Pharmacologic

interventions for obesity have been developed to help promote weight loss in individuals

with obesity. This area is rapidly developing and will only exponentially increase to serve

the demand for persons with obesity seeking biologically orientated solutions to treat

their disease. Therefore, understanding the cardiovascular risks and benefits of these

weight loss medications is of particularly importance due to obesities strong association

with cardiovascular (CV) disease risk. Moreover, past experiences with pharmacotherapy

agents with weight loss properties have demonstrated an association with adverse CV

outcomes, leading to market removal, in most cases and concerns over using similar

medications. To better understand the CV risks and benefits pharmacotherapy agents

used for weight loss, this review will discuss medications which are FDA-approved for

weight loss, as well as medications commonly used off-label for this indication. The goal

is to provide an overview of the risks and benefits many of these medications can offer

to help guide clinical decision making and patient education.

Keywords: obesity, pediatric obesity, anti-obesity agents, cardiovascular diseases, blood pressure, diabetes

mellitus type 2, obesity therapy

INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that obesity afflicts 650 million adults and 380 million children worldwide (1).
The leading cause of death and contributor to disability-adjusted life-years among adults with
obesity remains cardiovascular (CV) disease (2). Due to the high prevalence of CV disease in
persons with excess adiposity, it is important to understand the potential CV risks and benefits of
anti-obesity medications. The need for these studies is further underscored by historical examples
in which some anti-obesity medications were associated with significant CV complications. One
such example is the combined use of fenfluramine and phentermine, which was associated with an
increased development of valvular heart disease and pulmonary hypertension (3).

There are currently five medications, from a wide range of classes, that are Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)-approved for long-term use (≥12 weeks) for obesity treatment: liraglutide
(Saxenda), phentermine/topiramate (Qsymia), lorcaserin (Belviq), naltrexone/bupropion
(Contrave), and orlistat (Xenical). Phentermine and diethylpropion are approved for short-term
use (e.g., 12-weeks at a time). This review will outline the CV risks and benefits of anti-obesity
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medications, including those that are FDA approved for weight
management and those that are commonly used off-label for their
weight loss effects. We will largely focus on the CV risks and
benefits of anti-obesity medications instead of other aspects of
these medications, such as expected weight loss. Recent reviews
of weight loss outcomes from these the anti-obesity medications
have been published (4, 5).

DIABETES MEDICATIONS

Owing to the increased risk of CV complications among
individuals with type 2 diabetes (T2D), in 2008 the FDA issued
recommendations for randomized control trials to evaluate
the CV risks of new medications for T2D (6). Here, we will
cover the CV risks and benefits of multiple classes of diabetes
medications, including data from the available FDA-required CV
outcome trials (CVOTs). Medications covered include glucose-
like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists, of which liraglutide is
FDA approved for the treatment of obesity in the absence of
diabetes, as well as other classes of diabetes medications that
have weight loss effects including dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-
4) inhibitors, metformin, and sodium-glucose cotransporter 2
(SGLT2) inhibitors.

Glucagon-Like Peptide-1 (GLP-1) Receptor
Agonists
GLP-1 receptor agonists regulate glycemic control by stimulating
insulin secretion in response to ingested nutrients, suppressing
glucagon secretion, and delaying gastric emptying, which
increases satiety and promotes weight loss (7). Liraglutide
specifically has been shown to decrease parietal cortex activation
for desirable food (8). Although liraglutide is the only GLP-
1 receptor agonist that is currently FDA approved as an
anti-obesity medication, this review will cover the CV risks
and benefits of multiple GLP-1 receptor agonists, including
liraglutide, semaglutide, exenatide, dulaglutide, and lixisenatide.

Liraglutide is approved for T2D management at a dose up
to 1.8mg per day (Victoza), and for weight loss at a dose
of 3.0 mg/day (Saxenda). Liraglutide 3.0mg daily for weight
loss was assessed by a 56-week randomized placebo-controlled
study [SCALE; (9)]. In this study, liraglutide was associated
with the following changes compared to placebo: decreased SBP
by 2.7 mmHg; decreased DPB by 0.7 mmHg; increased HR
by 2.4 BPM; increased HDL by 1.7; decreased LDL by 2.0;
and decreased triglycerides by 8.0 (9). This study was not a
CVOT because it was not assessing the medication for use in
diabetes, but the following outcomes occurred during the study:
two non-fatal myocardial infarctions (MI) and one death from
CV causes in the liraglutide group, and one non-fatal MI, one
non-fatal stroke, and one death from CV causes in the placebo
group. Post-hoc analysis of three randomized, double-blinded,
placebo-controlled studies of liraglutide 3.0mg daily showed a
hazard ratio of 0.42 (95% confidence interval 0.17–1.08) for CV
death, non-fatal MI, or non-fatal stroke, comparing liraglutide
to comparator (10).

The LEADER trial (Liraglutide Effect and Action in Diabetes:
Evaluation of Cardiovascular Outcome Results), was the FDA-
mandated CVOT of liraglutide 1.8mg daily for diabetes
treatment in high-risk cardiovascular patients (11). The primary
composite outcome of time to CV death, non-fatal MI, and non-
fatal stroke occurred significantly less in the GLP-1 receptor
agonist group compared to placebo (13 vs. 14.9%, p = 0.01
for superiority). The most significant decrease was noted in the
incidence of CV death. Further, patients treated with liraglutide
had fewer hospitalizations for heart failure, though the difference
from placebo was not statistically significant. Similarly, both
semaglutide and dulaglutide demonstrated lower risks for the
same primary composite outcomes in their CVOT trials (12, 13).
In comparison, the ELIXA trial for lixisenatide and the EXSCEL
trial of weekly exenatide found these medications to be similar to
placebo with regards to serious cardiovascular outcomes (14, 15).

These large CVOTs also examined for changes in key potential
CV risk factors including heart rate (HR) and blood pressure
(BP). In the LEADER trial, study participants in the liraglutide
group had a significantmean increase inHR of 3 beats perminute
(bpm) (95% CI, 2.5–3.4), decrease in systolic BP of 1.2 mmHg
(95% CI, 1.9–0.5), and increase in diastolic BP of 0.6 mmHg (95%
CI, 0.2–1.0). The trend of increased HR and decreased systolic BP
supported findings seen in a prior meta-analysis (16). In patients
with pre-existing, stable coronary artery disease, a 2017 study
found that liraglutide led to increased heart rate (8 beats per
minute), and decreased heart rate variability, thought to be due to
effect on the sympathomimetic balance (17). A subsequent meta-
analysis following the LEADER trial showed that the decrease in
systolic BP observed with liraglutide did not maintain statistical
significance after 1 year of treatment (18). Similar to liraglutide,
the use of semaglutide and weekly exenatide, dulaglutide, and
lixisenatide were also associated with a statistically significant
but small increase in HR (1–2 bpm) and decrease in systolic BP
in their respective large scale CVOTs (6–9). In patients recently
hospitalized for heart failure with reduced ejection fraction,
liraglutide did not improve nor worsen cardiovascular outcomes
(19). Two recent meta-analyses showed that liraglutide improved
lipid profiles with decreases in total cholesterol (TC), low-
density lipoprotein (LDL), triglycerides (TG), and free fatty acids
among patients with T2D (20, 21). Smaller studies, specifically
examining liraglutide have also demonstrated CV benefits with
reductions in LDL, waist circumference, and BP (22, 23). Overall,
the safety profile of GLP-1 receptor agonists is favorable, and
while they are associated with increases in HR, they have shown
CV benefit with improvements in BP, lipids, CV death, non-fatal
myocardial infarction, and non-fatal stroke.

Sodium Glucose Co-transporter-2 (SGLT2)
Inhibitors
The kidney processes about 180 liters of plasma each day, filtering
many proteins including sodium and glucose. The proximal
tubule of the kidney regulates the reabsorption of sodium
and glucose via sodium glucose co-transporter-1 (SGLT1) and
sodium glucose co-transporter-2 (SGLT2) which comprise 10–
20% and 80–90% of reabsorption, respectively. By selectively
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inhibiting SGLT2, a downstream effect of glucose and sodium
appearance in the urine is acutely observed. This effect is
sustained long-term for glucose, but not sodium as salt and water
balance becomes regulated.

Given these effects, SGLT2 inhibitors have demonstrated
a wide-range of health benefits including CV risk reduction,
vascular health improvement (reduction in BP and reduced
arterial stiffness), weight loss, glycemic control, and improved
insulin sensitivity (24–30). The SGLT2 inhibitor empagliflozin
has demonstrated superiority in reducing the primary composite
outcome of CV death, non-fatal MI and stroke compared to
placebo in adults with T2D (31).While the mechanism(s) specific
to CVD risk reduction remains unclear, glycosuria, the main
mechanism of action, has been reported among non-diabetic
adults under fasting and post-prandial conditions. Importantly,
while the rates of glycosuria are lower in normal glucose tolerant
adults compared to those with T2D, the relative amounts under
both fasting and post-prandial conditions are still high enough
to lead to an overall negative glucose and caloric deficit (32, 33)
which provides the potential for downstream impact on CV
risk factors in adults with obesity without the presence of T2D.
Accompanying these metabolic changes (lowering of glucose
and insulin with increases in glucagon), improvements in BP
and arterial stiffness have been observed (34, 35). Moreover,
the safety profile of SGLT2 inhibitors is acceptable with no CV
side-effects observed.

Metformin
The complete mechanism of action of metformin is not fully
understood. However, known actions include its impact on
decreasing hepatic gluconeogenesis, enhancing hepatic insulin
sensitivity, increasing gut utilization of glucose, and potentially
promotingGLP-1 secretion and altering the gutmicrobiome (36).
With regard to CV risks or benefits of metformin, the UKPDS
trial (United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study) favored
metformin compared to diet therapy alone, showing that those
receiving metformin had lower risk for macrovascular disease,
including MI, sudden death, stroke, angina, and peripheral
vascular disease (37). Other meta-analyses have not concluded
there are statistically significant CV benefits of metformin on all-
cause mortality, CVmortality, MI, peripheral vascular disease, or
stroke (38, 39). Metformin has been shown to decrease TC (−11
± 3 mg/dL), LDL (−11 ± 3 mg/dL), and triglycerides (−17 ±

12 mg/dL) compared to placebo after 29 weeks (40). However,
because metformin was FDA-approved before the requirement
of large scale CVOT’s, available studies are relatively small and
limited in answering the question of whether or not metformin
confers true CV benefit. See Table 1A for a summary of the
cardiovascular risks and benefits of diabetes medications that
produce weight loss.

STIMULANTS

The second largest class of medications used for weight
management are stimulants, most of which work to decrease
appetite by increasing the release or maintenance of the
catecholamines dopamine and norepinephrine.

Phentermine
Phentermine, a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, was originally
approved in 1959 by the United States FDA for the treatment
of obesity in adults. Phentermine fell out of favor in the
1990s because of its association with fenfluramine in the
combination pill “Fen-Phen.” Fenfluramine was found to
be associated with valvular heart disease and pulmonary
hypertension. Fenfluramine, which works primarily through
serotonin receptors and to a less extent norepinephrine, will be
discussed further below. Despite phentermine’s past association
with fenfluramine, phentermine is now the most commonly
prescribed medication for the treatment of obesity in adults
(41–43). Even with the high frequency in which phentermine
is prescribed, no randomized control trials or prospective trials
sensitive enough to determine the CV risks and benefits of
this medication have been conducted. Phentermine has been
associated with a reduction in LDL and increase in HDL
cholesterol in a small randomized trial (44).

While phentermine is in the class of amphetamines, no
adverse changes in either systolic or diastolic BP have been
observed in studies of adults, including adults with pre-existing
hypertension (44–47), nor in adolescents (48). Most studies show
a decrease in blood pressure with phentermine, including in
patients with pre-existing hypertension, and patients on high
doses of phentermine (including 37.5mg BID) (45, 47). It is
unknown whether the decreased blood pressure would occur in
the absence of weight loss, but decreased blood pressure with
phentermine has been observed at 1 week, and with as little
as 4% weight loss at 1 year (45, 47). Decreased blood pressure
has remained in phentermine-treated patients at 2 years follow-
up despite some weight regain (45). Additionally, in the 1–2
weeks after starting phentermine, when weight loss was small,
blood pressure went down rather than up despite starting on
maximum dose (45). In a cohort of 300 patients who achieved
weight loss through a weight management clinic, the decrease
in SBP and DBP was the same for phentermine-exposed and
phentermine-unexposed patients achieving similar weight loss
(45). Increased heart rate has not been observed in adult patients
treated with phentermine alone (45). A transient elevation in HR
has been observed in adolescents and warrants close monitoring
by physicians (48). It is reasonable and preferred to check a
patient’s blood pressure soon after starting phentermine, because
in theory adrenergic agents can increase blood pressure. Repeated
observational studies do not show that phentermine increases
blood pressure, but large prospective randomized studies with
phentermine are needed.

Phentermine is approved for long-term use (>12 weeks) for
weight management in combination with topiramate (Qsymia).
Phentermine alone continues to be approved for short-term
use (e.g., 12 weeks). In reality, phentermine is prescribed off-
label to patients for longer than 12 weeks, and a recent study
found improved weight loss and no adverse effects with this
longer use (49). The safety profile of phentermine-topiramate
is similar to that of phentermine, and has been associated with
a decrease in BP compared to placebo (47, 50). Heart rate has
been shown to increase in patients with phentermine/topiramate
at 1 year follow-up by 0.6–1.6 bpm over placebo in patients
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TABLE 1A | Risks and benefits of obesity pharmacotherapy, diabetes medications.

Composite CV

outcomes

CV

death

Non-fatal MI Non-fatal

Stroke

SBP DBP HR HDL LDL TG HF

Diabetes Medications

Liraglutide 1.8mg — — —

Liraglutide 3.0mg NR

Semaglutide — —

Exenatide — — NR

Dulaglutide — NR NR

Lixisenatide NR NR NR NR

Metformin NR NR NR NR NR

SGLT2 Inhibitors — — — — — —

Key: Black arrows indicate statistically significant change; gray arrows indicate a non-statistically significant change; NR means not reported; — indicates reported;

no change. Abbreviations: CV, cardiovascular; MI, myocardial infarction; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL,

low density lipoprotein; HF, heart failure; TG, triglycerides.

with a resting heart rate <60 bpm; show no change in HR in
patients with a resting heart rate between 60 and 90 bpm, and
to decrease by 5–15 bpm in patients who had a resting heart
rate >90 bpm at baseline (47). Topiramate will be reviewed
separately below.

Diethylpropion is another stimulant medication that is FDA-
approved for short-term use (<12 weeks) (51). Diethylpropion
was first approved for use in humans in 1959 and, like
phentermine, works as a norepinephrine-releasing agent. It has
been associated with decreases in systolic BP and HR, and small
increases in diastolic BP (52, 53). It has not been associated with
valvular heart disease. This agent is not commonly used because
of its inconvenient dosing (three to four times per day for the
immediate-release formulation) and cost.

Stimulant medications that were developed to treat attention
deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are also used in
weight management settings, particularly for the treatment of
obesity in children and for the treatment of binge-eating disorder
(54). Lisdexamfetamine (Vyvanse), FDA-approved for binge
eating disorder in adults, has been associated with small increases
in systolic BP (2 mmHg) and HR (6 bpm), and improvements in
cholesterol (55–57). A review of over 1 million patient records
of children and young adults (age 2–24 years) on stimulant
medications for ADHD found no adverse CV events associated
with use of these agents (58).

Overall, stimulants as a class of medications have not proven
to be unsafe over time. While adrenergic agents may theoretically
increase BP, data shows that systolic BP is consistently decreased
with use of phentermine and diethylpropion. Years of ADHD
medication use in children has shown no adverse CV events with
these stimulant medications.

SEROTONIN RECEPTOR MODULATORS

Fenfluramine (Pondimin) is a sympathomimetic agent originally
approved in 1959 as an appetite suppressant, and was used
as a monotherapy and in combination with phentermine
(Fen-Phen). Fenfluramine was found to be associated with
valvular heart disease through its metabolite norfenfluramine,
which caused activation of serotonin (5-HT2B) receptors
present on cardiac cells (51). Fenfluramine caused appetite
suppression primarily by increasing the release of serotonin
in the brain, and to a lesser extent through norepinephrine
release. Due to the associated cardiac valvular disease and
pulmonary hypertension, fenfluramine, dexfenfluramine
(its d-enantiomer), and fen-phen were removed from the
market in 1997.

A newer agent, lorcaserin (Belviq), FDA-approved in 2012 for
chronic use for obesity, suppresses appetite through modulation
of serotonin receptors. Lorcaserin increases serotonin levels
through activation of 5-HT2C serotonin receptors, rather than 5-
HT2B serotonin receptors, which were activated by fenfluramine.
The 5-HT2C receptors are found almost exclusively in the brain,
specifically in the choroid plexus, hippocampus, cerebellum,
amygdala, thalamus, and hypothalamus. Lorcaserin theoretically
could bind to 5-HT2B receptors, however its affinity is over
100 times greater for 5-HT2C receptors than for 5-HT2B, and
it has not been associated with valvular heart disease (59–61).
A large, randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled study
clinical trial was conducted to assess the effectiveness and safety
of lorcaserin in high risk patients (patients with overweight or
obesity and atherosclerotic disease or multiple CV risk factors
(CAMELLIA-TIMI 61), Cardiovascular and Metabolic Effects of
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Lorcaserin in Overweight and Obesity Patients—Thrombolysis
in Myocardial Infarction 61] (62). During 3 years of follow-
up, lorcaserin was associated with slightly lower hazard ratio
of cardiovascular outcomes, and a non-significant improvement
in non-fatal MI and stroke, and non-significant increase in
cardiovascular death (events infrequent in both groups) (62).
Lorcaserin was associated with improved lipid profiles, heart rate,
and improved blood pressure in both the CAMELLIA trial and
previous trials (60–62).

Sibutramine (Meridia) is another appetite suppressant that
works by increasing serotonin levels through decreasing reuptake
of serotonin. Sibutramine was widely used until 2010, but
was withdrawn from the market due to its association with
CV events (MI, angina, arrhythmia) and stroke (63, 64).
Unlikemost other appetite suppressingmedications, sibutramine
has been associated with statistically significant increases in
both HR (4 bpm), and systolic BP (1.7 mmHg) (51, 64). A
small study did show that this increase in BP and HR was
attenuated when patients adhered to supervised exercise therapy
concomitant with sibutramine (65). Another centrally-acting
anorectic medication was rimonabant (Acomplia), which was
used in Europe in the early 2000’s. While rimonabant was
not associated with adverse CV events while it was on the
market, it was withdrawn in Europe in 2009 because of adverse
psychological effects (66).

The weight loss medications that have caused the most
concern for CV safety have been from the class of medications
that modulate the serotonin receptor. Lorcaserin is currently
approved for use for weight loss and has not been associated with
increased CV risk.

ANTI-EPILEPTIC MEDICATIONS

Topiramate was originally developed to treat seizures, and is
most often used prophylactically for chronic migraine headache
prevention. In 2012, the FDA approved the combination of
phentermine-topiramate (Qsymia) for weight loss. While its
mechanism of action for weight loss is not entirely clear,
topiramate most likely causes weight loss by appetite suppression
through modulation of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
receptors, causing glutamate inhibition, as well as increased
dopamine release (50, 67). Topiramate has also been found to
have effects on neuropeptide-Y, a hormone that increases food
consumption (67). Topiramate is used off-label as a single agent
for weight loss and for the treatment of binge eating disorder
(68). Topiramate has not been associated with increased CV risk,
and has been associated with decreased systolic and diastolic
BP (69).

Zonisamide is another anti-epileptic medication that has been
used for weight loss, and has a similar purported mechanism of
weight loss action to topiramate. Zonisamide is not approved for
use for weight loss by the FDA. Zonisamide has not been found
to have any adverse CV side effects, and has been associated
with a decrease in BP and HR (43, 70). From a CV standpoint,
topiramate and zonisamide appear to be safe, and do not appear
to be associated with increased CV risk.

MALABSORPTIVE AGENTS AND FIBER

Orlistat is the only medication approved for weight loss in
persons younger than age 17 (71). Orlistat works by preventing
absorption of about 30% of dietary fat consumed through
pancreatic lipase inhibition. Because of this mechanism, common
side effects include flatulence and fecal incontinence, especially in
the setting of high amounts of dietary fat consumption. Orlistat
has been associated with improved lipid profiles (beyond what
can be explained by weight loss) and improved systolic and
diastolic BP, even in patients with high CV risk (46, 72, 73).
Orlistat can be purchased over the counter at a dose of 60mg
three times daily (Alli). The prescription dose of Orlistat is
120mg three times daily.

Fiber supplements have been assessed for the efficacy for
weight management efficacy, as high-fiber dietary patterns
are generally associated with improved weight management.
Psyllium fiber supplements in particular have been shown
to have beneficial weight loss effects, thought to be due to
improvements in satiety for several hours after consuming them
(74). Psyllium and guar gum fiber supplements have also been
shown to improve LDL levels and triglycerides (psyllium only),
and increasing fiber in the diet is important for improving
cholesterol (74, 75). Further, psyllium supplementation has
been associated with improved blood pressure and resolution
of metabolic syndrome (75). Orlistat and fiber appear to
convey CV benefit, and also appear to have no known
CV risk.

NALTREXONE/BUPROPION (CONTRAVE)

Naltrexone is an opioid receptor antagonist approved for opioid
and alcohol dependence, and bupropion is a non-selective
inhibitor of the dopamine and norepinephrine transporters
approved for major depressive disorder, seasonal affective
disorder, and smoking cessation (76). Wellbutrin has shown
some efficacy in weight loss as a monotherapy, but naltrexone
as monotherapy has not (77–79). In 2014, the combination
of naltrexone extended-release (ER)/bupropion extended-release
(ER) was FDA-approved for weight loss in adults (80). Weight
loss from the combination of Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER
appears to be greater than weight loss from each agent used as
monotherapy (81).

In the CONTRAVE Obesity Research (COR) trials of adults
with obesity [COR I, COR II, COR-Diabetes Mellitus (DM), and
COR-Behavioral Modification (BMOD)], naltrexone-bupropion
had slightly beneficial impacts on cholesterol levels, with
placebo-subtracted increases in HDL of 2–5 mg/dl, changes
in LDL ranging from a 4 mg/dl decrease to a 3 mg/dl
increase (insignificant), and decreases in triglycerides of 8–10%
after 1 year on the maximum approved dose (naltrexone 32
mg/bupropion 360mg) (82–85). Overall, naltrexone/bupropion
appears to have somewhat unfavorable impacts on BP and
HR (86). In the COR trials, compared to placebo, those on
naltrexone/bupropion had a 1.1–2.6 mmHg higher systolic
blood pressure and 0.9–1.2 higher pulse after 1 year (82,
83, 85). These changes are similar to those seen in studies
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evaluating bupropion monotherapy for weight loss (78, 87),
and could be due to bupropion’s sympathomimetic effects
(86). A meta-analysis examining serious adverse events from
naltrexone was unable to analyze its effects on CVD development
due to low numbers of events recorded (88). A large-scale
RCT investigating the cardiovascular safety of bupropion for
smoking cessation found no increased incidence of CVD
(89). Finally, an FDA-mandated randomized non-inferiority
cardiovascular outcomes trial in patients with pre-existing
cardiovascular risk factors did not show excess risk for
adverse CV events (90). However, the study was terminated
at the 50% interim analysis due to inclusion of the 25%
interim analyses on the patent publication, resulting in the
potential for unblinding (76, 90). Therefore, non-inferiority
could not be definitively determined. Overall, naltrexone-
bupropion does appear to consistently cause a small increase
in systolic BP, likely driven by bupropion, but in several
recent studies, naltrexone-bupropion did not increase adverse
cardiovascular outcomes.

LEPTIN

Leptin, the neuro-hormone produced by adipocytes, primarily
acts on the hypothalamus to regulate appetite and energy
expenditure. In weight-reduced adults, decreased leptin signaling
blunts feeding inhibition (91). Although recombinant leptin
therapy has not effectively resulted in weight loss for patients

with exogenous obesity, it has been effective in patients
with congenital leptin deficiency (92–96). First described in
humans in 1997, congenital leptin deficiency is associated
with early-onset severe obesity, hyperphagia, lower energy
expenditure, impaired satiety, and low leptin levels (97). In
patients with congenital leptin deficiency, treatment with daily
subcutaneous recombinant leptin therapy has been found to
decrease overall body weight, body fat percentage, appetite,
and overall energy intake (95, 96). Leptin replacement has
also increased insulin sensitivity, decreased hepatic insulin
removal, and improved glucose control in patients with
leptin deficiency (96). In addition, leptin replacement has
been found to decrease triglycerides and increase HDL,
reverse hypogonadotropic hypogonadism, increase growth,
and regulate thyroid stimulating hormone (96). While leptin
therapy is not currently approved in the absence of congenital
leptin deficiency, leptin therapy appears to reduce CV risk
factors in those with leptin deficiency. See Table 1B for a
summary of CV effects of non-diabetes medications that cause
weight loss.

CONCLUSION

Given the high prevalence of obesity and the many
negative health consequences of obesity, effective and safe
pharmacotherapy is urgently needed in both children and
adults. Consequently, obesity places persons at higher risk for

TABLE 1B | Risks and benefits of pharmacotherapy used for weight loss.

Composite CV

outcomes

CV

death

Non-fatal MI Non-fatal

Stroke

SBP DBP HR HDL LDL TG HF

STIMULANT MEDICATIONS

Phentermine/Topiramate — — — — —

Phentermine NR NR NR NR — NR

Diethylpropion NR NR NR NR — — NR

Lisdexamfetamine — — — — — —

Lorcaserin

Topiramate — — — — — —

Zonisamide NR NR NR NR — — — — NR

Orlistat NR NR NR NR NR — — NR

Naltrexone/Bupropion* — — — — — —

Bupropion NR NR NR NR — — NR

Key: Black arrows indicate statistically significant change; gray arrows indicate a non-statistically significant change; NR means not reported; — indicates reported; no

change. *Study reporting major CV outcomes discontinued due to potential for non-blinding. Abbreviations: CV, cardiovascular; MI, myocardial infarction; SBP, systolic blood pressure;

DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL, low density lipoprotein; HF, heart failure; TG, triglycerides.
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CV disease, thus it is importance to understand the CV health
implications of weight loss medications. Most anti-obesity
medications appear to have safe, if not beneficial, CV risk
profiles. GLP-1 agonists consistently show improved markers
of CV health, as well as decreased rates of CV events. Further,
SGLT2 inhibitors have shown improved markers of CV health,
improved cardiovascular CV outcomes, and decreased adverse
CV events. While DPP-4 inhibitors appear to worsen rates
of hospitalization in those with heart failure, they had no
additional adverse effects on other CV outcomes. Simulant
medications, antiepileptic medications, and orlistat have
favorable effects on markers of CV health (namely improved
BP and cholesterol) and no adverse cardiovascular events.
Naltrexone/bupropion improves cholesterol, increases BP
slightly, but has not been shown to improve or worsen risk
for CV events. The medications known to cause severe CV
consequences (fenfluramine, dexfenfluramine, and sibutramine)
primarily involve serotonin receptor modulation and have
been removed from the market. These adverse effects have
not been seen with lorcaserin likely due to its mechanism
working through a different serotonin receptor. Unfortunately,
placebo-controlled studies with long-term follow-up do not
exist for all weight loss medications and do not exist for all
populations such as children and adolescents, persons with

overweight, and persons with existing CV disease. Future studies
are needed to address these gaps as the demand for obesity
pharmacotherapy is likely to become even greater. As with
all prescribing, clinicians should understand their patients’
individual risk profiles and always discuss risks and benefits
with patients.
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